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Following a challenging 2019, the COVID-19 pandemic extended the task of 

restoring stakeholder confidence in Lookers, one of the UK’s leading 

automotive retailers. With the legacy issues now largely dealt with, 

Lookers can address the challenges and opportunities presented by 

COVID-19 and the evolution of the UK car market as the adoption of 

electric vehicles (EVs) accelerates. The strong balance sheet supports 

continued investment in technology and brands and, with a leading market 

position, Lookers appears well placed to resume profitable growth from 

2022. 

Year end 
Revenue 

(£m) 
PBT* 
(£m) 

EPS* 
(p) 

DPS 
(p) 

P/E 
(x) 

Yield 
(%) 

12/19 4,807 4.0 0.81 1.48 82.7 2.2 

12/20 3,700 14.1 2.86 0.00 23.4 N/A 

12/21e 4,290 60.4 12.33 2.00 5.4 3.0 

12/22e 4,518 51.6 10.75 3.30 6.2 4.9 

Note: *PBT and EPS (fully diluted) are normalised, excluding amortisation of acquired 

intangibles, exceptional items and share-based payments. 

FY20 was a transitional year 

The arrival of the pandemic in early 2020 left the whole UK auto retail sector facing 

unprecedented challenges. For Lookers, the situation was compounded by the 

company-specific legacy issues that needed resolution, which included the FCA 

investigation into sales processes as well as the fraud issues exposed in 2019. While 

trading patterns and the response to COVID-19 were similar to other major players in 

the sector, the delays to the publication of FY19 results led to the suspension of the 

shares, which magnified the uncertainty surrounding the stock. The new 

management team dealt effectively with all of the challenges presented to them. 

Although FY20 results faced a lengthy process, we believe the company performed 

well during the period, particularly adapting operational processes and protecting the 

balance sheet. The chairman is now moving on and a new permanent CFO is being 

sought, but we feel Lookers is back to a more normal investment proposal. 

Recovery starts but headwinds developing 

Trading in 2021 has been hampered by COVID-19 constraints, with increasing new 

car supply shortages caused by the global chip issue, which has knock-on effects in 

the used segment. While overall trading in H121 was strong due to favourable used 

car market conditions, these may dissipate as supply shortages persist in H221 and 

into FY22. In addition, some of the cost benefits such as business rates relief are to 

end, which adds a c £4–5m headwind in FY22. Nevertheless, we expect more 

normal trading patterns to resume, with car retailers likely to be addressing the 

transition to EVs, with related effects on operating models.  

Valuation: No market recovery priced in yet 

UK car retailers are trading on a substantial P/E discount to the general retail sector 

of around 45% and Lookers FY22 P/E of 6.2x based on our estimates is at the low 

end of its peer group. Assuming it successfully executes its strategy, restores the 

investment proposition and resumes dividend payments, there is clear potential.  
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Investment summary: Back on the road 

Still a major force in UK car retail 

Despite the travails of 2019 and 2020, Lookers remains the second-largest car dealership group in 

the UK. While dealing with the legacy issues of a Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) inquiry into the 

potential mis-selling of regulated products and the uncovering of fraudulent activity, the company 

continued to face challenging trading in the UK vehicle markets due to issues such as Brexit and 

emission regime changes. All of these were exacerbated by the disruptive impact of COVID-19 that 

commenced in Q220 and continues today. 

Trading has been better than originally expected 

The new management team successfully navigated the bulk of these challenges and has emerged 

from the share suspension in apparently good fettle. The disruption caused by the pandemic during 

the three national lockdowns in the UK has had a more limited impact than we feared. Government 

aid and support from brand partners helped cushion the financial impact in H120, as did 

management actions to protect cash flows and optimise operational structures and processes. The 

subsequent catch up in demand in H220 produced unusually strong levels of profitability for both 

new and used car segments, with a recovery in high-margin aftersales. 

Although challenged by the third national lockdown, the momentum in used car markets continued 

in H121 and again produced exceptional levels of profitability, more than compensating for supply 

headwinds in the new car segment. As a result, management has indicated a stronger FY21 

performance than consensus analyst forecasts. In addition, the FCA announced the closure of its 

investigation on 2 March 2021, noting concerns over the historical culture but not applying any 

sanctions as Lookers has implemented a remediation plan. The 2019 provision of £10.4m against 

potential liabilities that might arise was reversed in the FY20 accounts. We believe that despite 

major changes anticipated in both the ways vehicles are sold and the electrification of the industry, 

larger dealership groups should be better positioned to cope financially with the challenges. A 

revitalised Lookers appears well placed to fully participate in the evolution of the UK vehicle market.  

Future challenges and opportunities for dealerships 

The current issues surrounding the car market may be transient and dissipating, but the whole 

traditional franchise dealership model may transform over the next decade to an agency model. 

The change is likely to be driven by the market shift towards online buying and a desire by OEMs to 

be more directly connected to the ultimate consumer. With the rapid transition of new cars sold in 

the UK to be EVs by 2030 driven by UK government policy, there is an inevitable change in the 

balance of value accretion between the new, used and aftersales segments. It remains our view 

that larger dealerships have the financial capacity to support the investment required in technology 

and facilities to support these changes, and that further consolidation of the competitive landscape 

in automotive retail is inevitable, with fewer larger dealerships emerging. Lookers looks well 

positioned to participate in such a development.  

Valuation: Reflects a progressive recovery of car markets 

We are restoring our estimates and forecasts with a slight year-on-year increase in revenues in 

FY21 and further progress in FY22. We expect a more normal trading pattern to persist in both 

years, with Q1 and Q3 providing the strongest performance due to the registration plate changes, 

and less disruption in Q221 as the national lockdown was lifted and showrooms reopened. In turn 

the group’s underlying PBT should improve substantially this year.   
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Company description: A leader in UK vehicle markets 

Established as second-largest car retailer in the UK  

Lookers is a pure UK automotive retailing group and is now the UK’s second-largest franchised 

motor distribution group by revenue, selling well over 200,000 new and used cars and vans in a 

normal year. Revenues are generated by the sale and leasing of new vehicles, trading of used 

vehicles and provision of aftersales services and repairs. The Lookers dealership network consists 

of 164 franchises operating at 106 locations representing 32 manufacturers’ (OEM) brands. The 

group has national coverage, although there are several major regional clusters, notably in 

Northern Ireland where the group is the clear market leader, trading as Charles Hurst. Other key 

regions are the North-West & Midlands, the North East (strengthened by the acquisition of 

S. Jennings Group in September 2018), South-East England, and southern Scotland where it 

trades as Taggarts. Lookers represents all of the leading marques and has developed important 

long-term relationships with each of its OEM suppliers.  

The strategy of the right brands in the right location with excellent execution remains appropriate, 

although the strategic investment priorities have evolved during the pandemic to support a more 

integrated omnichannel offering. Lookers continues to outperform the UK new car retail market with 

its share rising to 6.2% in FY20 (FY19: 5.9%), and up from 4% in 2011. It has been built by a 

combination of organic growth and acquisitions, delivering an impressive and consistent trading 

record over many years. It has strong relationships with its OEM partners and has established a 

number of strong geographical sales territories, from which the group can generate consistent and 

growing returns. In addition to new car sales, Lookers operates a growing range of used vehicle 

and aftersales activities (servicing, repairs and the provision of franchised parts) in its franchised 

dealerships, which together normally contribute around 65% of gross profits. 

Exhibit 1: Lookers sales by activity 
(FY20 £3,700m; split is before intra-group sales)  

Exhibit 2: Lookers gross profit by activity 
(FY20 £411m)  

  

Source: Lookers Source: Lookers 

Organic growth is achieved largely by maximising the throughput of each location. Historically, this 

has involved extending the higher margin used car and aftermarket operations in each franchise, 

and by lifting the finance penetration, most notably the use of personal contract purchase (PCP) 

finance and service plans. The objective is to increase the profitability of each dealership by 

increasing revenue without a commensurate rise in infrastructure costs. The optimisation of the 

used car inventory profile can also have a material impact on returns. Moreover, there is a clear link 

between retail vehicle sales and the resulting aftermarket demand, which helps to increase higher 

margin aftersales revenues. Group capex has also been deployed by management to upgrade, 

extend or relocate premises to support the franchise aspirations and relationships and increasingly 

for technology to support the dealerships and develop the online offering and presence. 
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Exhibit 3: Lookers franchise locations 

Marque Total England (Lookers) Scotland 
(Taggarts) 

Ireland  
(Charles Hurst) South East  North East North West West Midlands 

Aston Martin 1 
     

Belfast 

Audi 13 Basingstoke, 
Camberley, Guildford 

Newcastle. Teesside, 
Tyneside, Wearside 

  
Ayr, Edinburgh, 
Glasgow, Hamilton, 
Stirling 

Dublin 

Bentley 1 
     

Belfast 

BMW 3 
  

Crewe, Stafford, Stoke 
   

BMW 
Motorrad 

1 
     

Belfast 

Citroën 1 
     

Belfast 

Cupra 1   Stockport    

Dacia 7 
 

Newcastle Carlisle, Chester, 
Stockport 

  
Belfast, Newtownards, 
Newtownabbey 

DS 1      Belfast 

Ferrari 1 
     

Belfast 

Ford 16 Braintree, Chelmsford 
(+ vans), Colchester (+ 
vans), South Woodham 
Ferrers, Sudbury 

Gateshead (+ vans), 
Leeds (+ vans), 
Middlesbrough (+ 
vans), Sheffield (+ 
vans), South Shields  

    

Honda 2 Orpington 
    

Belfast (motorcycles) 

Honda 
motorcycles 

1 
     

 

Hyundai 1 
     

Dundonald 

Jaguar 4 Aston Clinton, West 
London 

   
Glasgow Belfast 

Jeep 1 
     

Belfast 

Kia 4 
 

Newcastle Chester, Stockport 
  

Belfast 

Land Rover 10 Battersea, Bishops 
Stortford, Chelmsford, 
Chipperfield, 
Colchester, West 
London 

   
Glasgow, Glasgow 
South, Motherwell 

Belfast 

Lexus 1 
     

Belfast 

Maserati 1 
     

Belfast 

Mercedes-
Benz 

14 Ashford, Brighton, 
Eastbourne, 
Canterbury, Gatwick, 
Maidstone, Tonbridge 

  
Shrewsbury, Stafford, 
Stoke, Stourbridge, 
Walsall, 
Wolverhampton, 
Worcester 

  

Mini 3 
   

Crewe, Stafford, Stoke 
  

Nissan 8 
 

Gateshead, Leeds, 
Newcastle 

Carlisle, Chester 
  

Belfast, Newtownards, 
Newtownabbey 

Peugeot 1 
     

Belfast 

Polestar 1   Manchester    

Renault 7 
 

Newcastle Carlisle, Chester, 
Stockport 

  
Belfast, Newtownards, 
Newtownabbey 

SEAT 2 
  

Manchester, Stockport 
   

Skoda 4 Guildford Newcastle Salford, Stockport 
   

smart 10 Ashford, Brighton, 
Eastbourne, Gatwick, 
Maidstone, Tonbridge 

  
Shrewsbury, Stoke, 
Wolverhampton, 
Worcester 

  

Toyota 3 
     

Belfast, Dundonald, 
Newtonabbey 

Vauxhall 10 
  

Chester, Ellesmere 
Port, St Helens 

Birmingham (+ vans), 
Selly Oak 

 
Lisburn, Belfast, 
Newtownabbey, 
Portadown 

Volkswagen 16 Battersea, Guildford (+ 
vans), Walton-On-
Thames 

Darlington, Newcastle 
(+ vans), Newcastle 
Silverlink, Northallerton, 
Teesside (+ vans) 

Blackburn, Blackpool, 
Carlisle, Preston 

 
Glasgow (vans) 

 

Volvo 3 Colchester 
 

Stockport 
 

Glasgow 
 

Yamaha 1 
     

Belfast 

Total 153 38 27 27 17 11 33 

Source: Lookers 
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Strategy  

The new management team led by CEO Mark Raban has evolved the strategy, but retains at its 

core the focus on the right brands in the right place with excellent execution. To achieve the core 

strategic aims, the business priorities evolve with market developments. The current strategic 

priorities are:  

◼ To continue to invest in the development of the omni-channel customer offering, combining 

digital engagement and high-quality forecourt service.  

◼ To harness growth from the transition to EVs by investing in infrastructure and connected car 

services, while rolling out related new aftersales products and services.  

◼ To continue the focus on driving operational excellence through productivity improvements, 

cash management and a robust approach to capital allocation.  

◼ A focus and investment in people and systems to support the group’s simplification, controls, 

engagement and transparency initiatives.  

While the chairman and interim CFO are both moving on with replacements being sought, we feel 

the company is now positioned to resume a more active role in the consolidation of the sector, 

supported by the strength of its balance sheet. The company had an adjusted net cash balance at 

the end of June 2021 of c £30m. We expect a modest level of net cash (£1.8m) at the year-end as 

working capital increases in support of improved trading volumes and some government assistance 

unwinds. In addition, Lookers’ £300m property portfolio underpins the asset base. The strength of 

the balance sheet should allow the group to pursue growth opportunities if they arise, alongside 

continued organic investment especially in technology to support the transitioning markets. 

COVID-19 response 

All locations were shut from 23 March 2020 until mid-May to protect employees and customers from 

the pandemic and in accordance with government guidance. 31 locations were able to provide 

essential repairs and servicing to key workers during the lockdown, supported by 10 parts 

distribution centres. Sales processes were adapted to achieve contactless interactions. These 

served the company well during the subsequent second lockdown in November 2020 when 

showrooms again closed, as was also the case in the third lockdown in Q121. Operations have 

been fully reopened since 12 April 2021. 

In addition to the operational responses, management also focused initiatives on protecting the 

balance sheet. In this regard capex was reduced to essential requirements with various 

programmes delayed, a focus on tight control of working capital, discretionary costs were reviewed 

and reduced and FY20 dividend payments were cancelled. The group utilised government schemes 

such as the Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme (CJRS), furloughing the majority of colleagues 

during the temporary closure while taking an exceptional £4.4m in H120 to top up to 100% of 

salaries. Some senior management and the board took temporary voluntary base salary reductions 

of up to 30% until 1 September 2020. 

The company announced a restructuring programme on 4 June 2020 that identified further portfolio 

optimisation measures, identifying a further 12 franchises for closure. In addition, a headcount 

reduction of 1,500 employees was undertaken to right size the workforce for the anticipated longer-

term structural changes following the pandemic.  

Legacy issues  

The two main legacy issues that faced the company in 2020 appear to have been largely resolved. 

These led to delays in reporting FY19 and H120, creating uncertainty and causing the suspension 

of Lookers listing on the London Stock Exchange from 1 July 2020 until 21 January 2021. 
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The accounting issues related to the identified fraudulent transactions announced on 10 March 

2020, which also led to correction of the misapplication of some accounting policies, were largely 

dealt with in the FY19 accounts, including prior year adjustments to accounts. A further restatement 

of FY19 was required to further correct the application of IFRS 16 on certain activities.  

The FCA investigation into the possible mis-selling of regulated products between January 2016 

and June 2019 by Lookers was concluded on 2 March 2021. No sanctions were applied, although 

the FCA noted several concerns relating to ‘the historic culture, systems and controls’ of Lookers, 

which the company has sought to review and strengthen. As a result, the £10.4m provision taken in 

FY19 to cover potential liabilities was reversed in FY20 non-underlying items. 

UK automotive market: Waiting for the ‘new normal’ 

The UK automotive market has been evolving rapidly in recent years as digitalisation and online 

retailing have altered the way car buyers come to market. As a result, all of the large retail groups 

have been investing in their online and omnichannel platforms, as well as using digital engagement 

to enhance customer experience and track data. This has occurred in a market that has been 

softening since the peak in new car sales in 2016 for a variety of reasons, including Brexit 

concerns, the demonisation of diesel engines, concerns over finance products and changes to 

emission testing regimes. The pandemic appears to have accelerated the evolutionary trend as 

enforced closures of showrooms led to more online contact. We do not believe the changes that 

have occurred and are likely to present themselves over the next decade will lead to the 

disappearance of the bricks and mortar element of retailing. Customers in the UK still largely want 

to have direct physical and local contact points. Cars remain the second-largest value purchase for 

most households after the home itself, and as such a feeling of security and trust is important to 

buyers, underpinned by aftersales service. In our view the large dealership groups are best 

positioned to finance the investment requirements.  

New car market distortions should unwind in FY22 

Clearly the three national lockdowns in the UK caused by the COVID-19 pandemic have been 

highly disruptive to new car sales. Monthly UK new car registration data is normally erratic but 

seasonal, with the two registration plate change months of March and September normally seeing 

the highest volumes and being the most important to profitability for dealerships, as manufacturer 

volume target bonuses are achieved (or not). However, the impact of COVID-19 can be most 

readily seen using 12-month rolling data. 

Exhibit 4: UK new car registrations, rolling 12 months 

 

Source: Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders (SMMT) 

As can be seen, new car registrations bottomed out in February 2021 at just over 1.5m units, 

coinciding with the start of the first lockdown in March 2020. The impact of COVID-19 in aggregate 
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across the lockdowns has clearly disrupted new car demand by more than the financial crisis of 

2009. Q220 numbers were very low at 165k units sold and Q221 saw registrations almost treble to 

485k units. April 2021 alone was equivalent to 83% of Q220 new car registrations. However, May 

and June have been more subdued, with reasonable demand but without the benefit of the catch up 

as the first lockdown eased last year, and with increasing supply-side issues. 

The Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders (SMMT) April 2021 forecast expects 1.86m new 

car registrations for FY21, up modestly from the February 2021 estimate and compared to 2.31m 

registrations in 2019. Car dealerships reopened showrooms from 7 April 2021 after the third 

lockdown and the vaccination programme appears to have paved the way to a more normal trading 

environment. We expect a more normal trading pattern to result as the year progresses, albeit at a 

lower level due to the economic damage reaped by COVID-19, for example higher unemployment. 

However, the various releases of pent-up demand after lockdowns in 2020 and 2021 may defer the 

return to usual market seasonality until FY22. 

It seems plausible to us that even with a weaker Q321 due to the post lockdown bounce back seen 

in Q320, there could be an improvement on the SMMT estimates this year, with new car 

registrations perhaps recovering to closer to 1.9m vehicles for FY21 overall. Some of the main 

factors that are likely to affect new car demand are as follows. 

Positives: 

◼ there is increased household wealth due to a deferment of expenditure on items such as 

holidays, 

◼ the unwinding of deferred finance contract rollovers creating a backlog in new vehicle 

replacements, 

◼ a shift in attitudes towards private rather than public transport stimulating additional demand, 

and  

◼ a favourable FX shift since Brexit was implemented may alleviate pricing pressure on imported 

cars. 

Negatives: 

◼ increased unemployment levels and uncertainty may preclude vehicle purchases or 

replacements, 

◼ potential supply-side issues caused by Brexit and other supply chain issues, for example chip 

shortages, 

◼ greening of the car parc via a shift towards electric powertrains could defer purchase decisions 

while value for money considerations are reconciled between manufacturers and buyers, 

◼ potential shift towards lower cost e-mobility solutions such as e-bikes and e-scooters, and 

◼ the continued threat of a third wave of the pandemic could lead to further disruption. 

Most important among these in terms of disruption is the chip shortage, which is leading to some 

brands suspending production and supply, with volumes available reduced and affecting 

dealerships. In response, some finance packages are once again being extended notably on PCPs, 

which has a knock-on effect for quality used car availability as natural vehicle replacement 

schedules are being deferred. We would hope that the issue would resolve as FY21 progresses 

leading to more normal market supply next year. 

Overall, we feel the emergence from COVID-19 should have a beneficial impact in FY21, and FY22 

should see some further improvement as supply chain issues moderate and economic recovery 

starts to increase employment levels once more.  
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The car retail market is EVolving 

The COVID-19 pandemic appears likely to have accelerated online engagement with customers. 

Certainly, in the third UK lockdown from the start of 2021 until 7 April 2021, the closure of 

dealership showrooms was mitigated by more use of remote engagement both by telephone and 

online, with click and collect services allowed to operate and aftersales services operating more 

normally. 

In addition, there is the accelerating pace towards adopting EVs over the next decade, at the 

absolute expense of internal combustion engine (ICE) powered cars, both diesel and petrol fuelled. 

Other technologies may also grow, for example hydrogen powered fuel cells etc, although that has 

been a developing technology for at least 25 years. 

What appears clear though is the transition away from ICE power is likely to lead to a change of 

business model for both the manufacturers and the retail network. Today aftersales and spare parts 

are important profit and cash generating elements for both. In the future, the frequency and value of 

available service work is likely to diminish as there are likely to be fewer serviceable parts in EVs, 

and intervals for motive power replacement already extend over eight years. There will also be a 

greater emphasis on electrical rather than mechanical engineering services, requiring investment in 

both people and facilities. 

In our view, the technology and model transition are still likely to favour the larger, financially more 

capable dealership groups, and we can envisage a change to more agency-based distribution 

models, accelerating the pace of dealership consolidation. None of these factors will have an 

impact overnight and some may not occur at all, but the market should continue to evolve rapidly 

with traditional franchise dealers also having to compete against new entrants in all segments of the 

market using disruptive asset-light and technology-based models. 

Used car demand remains strong, supply tightening 

It appears from commentary from other used car market participants that demand and pricing 

remain extremely strong at present. Comparison to the period a year ago is again unhelpful, as 

showrooms were shut in the first lockdown in the spring and transactions slumped around 50%. 

However, even compared to 2019 levels, which were more ‘normal’, it appears that the market has 

held up well in Q121 as online and remote engagement and click and collect have allowed 

consumers to complete purchases despite showrooms being shut once again. 

Several factors are supporting the market. As well as the additional household wealth and 

private/public transport stimulants that are also aiding new car demand, the squeeze on new car 

supply due to supply chain disruptions means increased demand for high-quality used cars. In 

addition, previous supply-side disruption largely caused by the emissions regime change as well as 

the declining market since 2016 had already meant some pressure on used car availability. 

As was seen following the first lockdown, we do expect to see some pent-up demand being 

released from Q221 following the reopening of sites from 7 April 2021, as people look to travel more 

both for work and leisure. The physical element of car purchasing should be noted, as online 

selection is possible, but inspection and test drives remain important to consumers. We would 

expect the volume improvements to moderate as prior year comparisons get tougher in H221, but 

still expect healthy demand levels and firm pricing through the period. However, as supply 

improves, we expect used margins to moderate in 2022, creating a further headwind for retailers.  

The long-term future of aftersales offerings is set to change  

Aftersales represent a high-margin and significant segment for all car retailers and manufacturers in 

terms of parts supply. In the near term, we expect volumes to recover and the very high margins to 

be maintained as the service contracts generate a more normal flow of activity. In the longer term, 
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we feel the model is likely to adapt as EVs are progressively introduced. With greater electrical 

engineering skills required, the amount of service parts content likely to fall and service intervals 

potentially extending, there is likely to be a substantial shift in the value proposition for retailers and 

manufacturers as well as a recapitalisation of service facilities. We would expect the cash impacts 

to require a compensatory increase in new car prices and margins on car sales for retailers.  

FY20 trading 

FY20 was an extremely challenging year for the new management team. On top of the pandemic 

and the normal supply and demand induced challenges in the UK car retail market, the company 

was also faced with an internal fraud investigation and an FCA inquiry relating to the sale of 

regulated financial products. The resolution of these issues led to a significant delay in reporting 

both FY19 and H120 results. The delay was so extended that trading of the shares had to be 

suspended while the issues were resolved and FY19 results were published. 

In addition, management had to deal with the disruption caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, which 

led to unprecedented trading conditions especially during the full shutdowns required in the first 

national lockdown in the UK. The result was a year of two distinct halves, neither of which reflect 

the normal historical seasonality in trading nor the likely shape of trading as normality resumes in 

FY21 and FY22. 

Key highlights of FY20 were: 

◼ Revenues fell 23% to £3.7bn (FY19: £4.8bn), with continued outperformance of new car 

markets, and recovery in H220 volumes following the first lockdown across new used and 

aftersales segments. 

◼ Underlying PBT was £14.1m (FY19: £4.0m) as a strong H220 recovery led to a record 

performance that more than offset the H120 loss.  

◼ The restructuring programme reduced costs by £50m annually, which should help the company 

achieve the longer-term 1.5% to 2.0% margin target. The year also benefited from furlough 

scheme support of £28.9m and business rates relief of £10.1m. 

◼ Management actions to protect the balance sheet saw adjusted net debt fall to £40.7m 

(excluding lease £144.4m liabilities; FY19: £59.5m) with tight control of working capital 

including a reduction in stocks, and a net capex inflow of £4.2m as £18m of freehold property 

was sold. No dividends were paid or declared in 2020. It also benefited from £15.6m of 

deferred VAT payments under government schemes.  

H120 trading saw the full impact of lockdown 1 

H120 was affected by the almost total lockdown of the UK automotive retail sector starting in 

March, usually the busiest trading month of the year. Showrooms were shut and only aftersales 

services for key workers’ vehicles was permitted with just 41 locations opened for the purpose. 

While the market started to recover when restrictions were eased in early June, it was too late in 

the period to make a significant positive impact despite the release of pent-up demand. As a result, 

group revenues fell 40% or more than £1bn as new, used and aftersales segments were all affected 

by operations being closed, and deferred finance contract renewals and MOTs as well as normal 

service work. Car traffic levels fell by around 75% in April 2020 according to Department for 

Transport data, reducing the number of repairs required as well as wear on components. 

Management responded with a focus on employee welfare and protecting financial performance. 

Management also identified further portfolio optimisation and restructuring measures that included 

the closure of a further 12 sites, taking the total to 27 in 2019 and 2020. A reduction in headcount of 

1,500 employees was also undertaken to adjust to anticipated future structural requirements. The 
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associated non-underlying costs and asset impairments totalled £13.7m in FY20 and should lead to 

cost savings of £50m per annum. 

The total net non-underlying charges were £12.1m (FY19: £49.7m) including the restructuring. 

Other non-underlying charges included non-recurring professional fees of £9.2m and other goodwill 

and intangible impairment of £3.6m. These were offset by the reversal of the £10.4m FCA 

provision, property profits of £3.1m and other credits totalling £0.9m. 

Government and brand partner support was significant with deferred business rates and furlough 

schemes helping to mitigate costs, although a £4.4m charge to top up salaries of furloughed 

employees was incurred. 

Lookers’ H120 new car sales fell by 46.8% (45.3% like-for-like), outperforming the broader UK 

market, which saw new car registrations fall by 48.5%, with weakness in demand apparent before 

the pandemic compounded by the first lockdown. Gross margins fell by 27bp as lower manufacturer 

bonuses reflected the demand slump. 

During lockdown, management increased the integrated online offering for both new and used cars, 

including the introduction of a multichannel Click and Drive functionality that included finance 

package processing. The enhancements proved extremely helpful in the subsequent second and 

third lockdowns. All showrooms were progressively opened in June. 

All aftersales locations were reopened by mid-May following the introduction of new operational 

processes. 

Exhibit 5: Half yearly segmental analysis 

Year-end December 2019 2020 % change 

£m  H119 H219 FY19 H120 H220 FY20 H120 vs 
H119 

H220 vs 
H219 

FY20 vs 
FY19 

Gross revenue by segment          

New cars 1,267 959 2,226 705 1,004 1,709 -44% 5% -23% 

Used Car 1,232 1,094 2,326 770 1,009 1,779 -38% -8% -24% 

Aftersales 254 241 495 162 222 384 -36% -8% -23% 

Leasing 56 97 153 53 96 148 -6% -2% -3% 

intra group (194) (201) (395) (126) (195) (321)       

Group revenues 2,615 2,191 4,807 1,564 2,136 3,700 -40% -3% -23% 

Gross profit by segment               
 

  

New cars 89 58 147 48 61 109     -26% 

Used Car 68 70 138 38 80 118 -44% 14% -15% 

Aftersales 107 105 212 68 96 165 -36% -8% -22% 

Leasing 17 -0.6 16 14 5 19 -16% -967% 20% 

Group gross profit 281 232 513 169 242 411 -40% 4% -20% 

Gross margin                   

New cars 7.1% 6.0% 6.6% 6.8% 6.1% 6.4%       

Used Car 5.5% 6.4% 5.9% 5.0% 7.9% 6.6%       

Aftersales 42.1% 43.5% 42.8% 42.1% 43.4% 42.9%       

Leasing 29.9% -0.6% 10.5% 26.9% 5.4% 13.0%       

Group gross margin 10.7% 10.6% 10.7% 10.8% 11.3% 11.1%       

Source: Lookers 

H220 saw a strong recovery in profitability 

The release of pent-up demand resulting from the suspension of operations in H120 led to a record 

performance in Q320, driven by a very positive used car segment, where buoyant gross margins 

reflected strong demand and the proactive measures taken in H120 to reduce inventory levels. The 

positive momentum continued in Q420, although the new lockdowns did constrain new car 

volumes.  

The profit performance also benefited from the cost reduction measures as well as continued 

support from government assistance schemes (CJRS £36.9m, business rates relief £10.2m) and 
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brand partners. As a result, H220 adjusted profit before tax was an exceptional £50.2m, more than 

offsetting the £36.1m loss incurred in H120 and compared to the £18.1m loss reported in H219. 

Outlook 

Less than a month after releasing FY20 results, Lookers issued a further H121 trading update on 

29 July 2021. After several upgrades already this year, the release indicated that management 

expected to beat FY21 market consensus estimates for adjusted PBT of c £50m, which it expected 

to generate in H121 alone. The performance reflects the positive market fundamentals that have 

been reported by Lookers and other dealership groups. Strong consumer demand for new and 

used cars and tight new car supply is driving exceptionally strong margins for the used car 

segment. As we have said, caution remains over the further tightening of supply that seems 

increasingly likely in H221, which may prove disruptive to new and used volumes, potentially 

adversely affecting dealership performances. In addition, we expect used car pricing to moderate 

from the exceptional levels currently being experienced as new car supply recovers from the 

production halts, although that is not yet a given. These potentially negative trends seem likely to 

persist into FY22, which will also see some additional headwinds as costs normalise. The £50m 

benefits of the restructuring programme should alleviate some of the pressure. 

We expect to see a very strong H121 performance, moderating in H221, with the exceptional levels 

of margin and group profits to moderate in FY22. We are reintroducing our forecasts for Lookers as 

shown below. 

Exhibit 6: Lookers’ earnings estimates 

Year to December (£m) 2019 2019   2020 2021e 2022e  
Reported Restated % change Actual New New 

New 2,226.4 2,226.4 0.0% 1,709.3 1,934.6 2,112.6 

Used 2,326.3 2,326.3 0.0% 1,779.1 2,134.9 2,177.6 

Aftersales 495.3 495.3 0.0% 383.8 441.4 463.4 

Leasing 134.0 153.3 14.4% 148.4 151.4 155.9 

Intra group -394.8 -394.8   -320.7 -371.9 -391.6 

Sales 4,787.2 4,806.5 0.4% 3,699.9 4,290.4 4,517.9 
 

            

EBITDA 90.9 95.3 4.8% 99.0 154.7 150.7 
 

            

Underlying EBITA 36.5 36.9 1.1% 43.0 89.3 80.8 

Underlying EBIT 36.5 36.9 1.1% 43.0 89.3 80.8 

Underlying PBT 4.2 4.0 -4.8% 14.1 60.4 51.6 
 

            

EPS - underlying (p) 0.84 0.81 -2.7% 2.86 12.33 10.53 

DPS (p) 1.48 1.48 0.0% 0.00 2.00 3.30 

Net debt/(cash) 59.5 59.5 0.0% 40.7 (1.8) 16.0 

Source: Lookers accounts, Edison Investment Research estimates 

Management 

As a result of the issues that arose in 2019, both the board and the executive management have 

been totally revamped. Mark Raban was elevated to CEO in February 2020, having joined Lookers 

as CFO in July 2019. Mark had previously been the CFO of Marshall Motor Holdings, including the 

IPO and the transformational acquisition of Ridgway and its integration. He had previously held 

financial director positions in the automotive and retail sectors at Inchcape Retail and Selfridges 

Retail, and was CFO for the UK and Ireland at Borders Group. 

Following the resolution of the legacy issues, Chairman Phil White is to leave the company, and the 

search for a replacement is underway. He has been chairman since 2006. In addition, the interim 

CFO Anna Bielby is to leave the company and a search for a replacement for her has also been 

initiated. 
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Sensitivities 

Like all UK car retailing groups, Lookers is exposed to factors that affect most of its peers in a 

similar timeframe. Few, if any, dealership groups are immune from market driven influences, 

although in recent years behaviours in the market such as the increased use of PCPs may provide 

a greater element of stability than may have been experienced historically. Combined with Brexit 

and the other issues that were already challenging the market, the pandemic has severely tested 

the operational and financial models of the large, quoted UK car retailers. It would appear that all 

participants are generally following similar model developments having proven surprisingly resilient 

given the operational disruption experienced over the last 18 months, albeit partially mitigated by 

government support. 

Sensitivities include: 

◼ Macroeconomic factors – any major downturn in UK economic performance is likely to affect 

consumer confidence as well as employment rates. Both are key drivers of car demand in our 

view, and while the used car cycle may vary from the new, in general terms the propensity to 

transact is likely to diminish with a worsening economic performance. In addition to the adverse 

volume driven impacts such events might induce, there is a potentially even more damaging 

influence on pricing levels, with residual values being a key economic factor for dealerships in 

terms of new car contract roll overs to new purchases, used car stock sales and margins, as 

well as disposal values in the leasing business. There is interest rate sensitivity in terms of 

finance costs as well as affordability of finance packages for customers, although both appear 

manageable at present. 

◼ Technology risks and the transition to EVs – the car market is evolving rapidly with 

increasing use of online tools by consumers when choosing and effectively initiating 

transactions. Vehicle retailers must ensure that online portals offer state of the art and 

seamless experiences for customers, as well as internal relationship and operational 

management. In addition, manufacturers are increasing car connectivity, which is likely to alter 

the direct relationship with the end user. As car markets move to electric power, the traditional 

relationships between consumers, dealership groups and manufacturers seem likely to change. 

In addition, retailers need to ensure the offerings of new direct online participants in the market 

are matched. 

◼ Supply-side issues including FX factors – while clearly a sterling-based market, a large 

element of new car volumes is either imported, and thus susceptible to price inflation as sterling 

weakens, or in the case of domestic UK production such as Jaguar Land Rover for example, 

subject to input cost inflation, again potentially pushing prices up. Although overseas 

manufacturers tend to hedge currency risk up to 12 months ahead, over time any sustained 

depreciation of sterling is likely to increase selling prices as manufacturers look to sustain 

profits in Europe’s second-largest market, which generally should dampen demand. However, 

with the high levels of PCP finance penetration in a generally low interest rate environment, 

sharp reductions in affordability may be mitigated for dealers. Manufacturers may also increase 

dealer support through financial packages to help sustain volumes. 

◼ Risk relating to specific brand performance – specific dealership performances can be 

influenced heavily by issues relating to the brand supported, for example VW and the 

Dieselgate fiasco. Such issues can relate to the timing of new model introductions as much as 

to often transient reliability factors, public perception problems or the effectiveness of sales 

incentive schemes for dealers. The larger automotive retail groups benefit from the broader 

portfolio of brands, enabling specific brand risk to be potentially diluted by substitution. 
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Valuation 

Despite the pandemic, the share prices of Marshall Motor Holdings, Cambria Auto and Vertu Motors 

are all higher than at the start of 2019. However, Lookers continues to trade some 30% lower 

despite a strong recovery since its listing resumed, with the legacy issues undoubtedly damaging 

investor perception. Management needs to continue to restore reputation and confidence as trading 

conditions normalise into 2022.  

Brexit has now become a reality and while it is difficult to judge its impact given the supply chain 

issues for manufacturers, the more favourable FX rate for importers may alleviate some of the 

concerns as pricing should not be a current issue. What we would say is that once again the car 

retail segment appears to have weathered another significantly adverse economic event in 

reasonably good health, albeit with unprecedented government financial support. In our view, 

Lookers’ historical significant discount to general retailers is unwarranted as segment cyclicality 

appears to have been moderated. Certainly challenges remain, not least the emergence of new 

online alternative models and the accelerating transition to EVs. In our view, the larger retail groups 

should be well positioned to cope with these, even if their role changes to an agency rather than a 

franchise basis. We expect industry consolidation to continue as the investments these factors are 

likely to incur start to weigh on less financially capable retailers. 

Exhibit 7: Peer group comparison 

  Price Market cap Revenue P/E (x) P/E (x) 

(p) (£m) (£m) 2021e 2022e 

Cambria Auto 79.0 79 524 N/A N/A 

Lookers 61.3 241 3,700 5.8 6.1 

Marshall Motor 207.0 163 2,154 7.9 9.1 

Pendragon 16.6 232 2,767 6.4 6.1 

Vertu Motors 41.2 152 2,548 6.4 7.2 

Simple average (excl. Cambria Auto)       6.6 7.1 

FTSE All Share General Retailers Index       14.4 13.3 

Source: Refinitiv, Edison Investment Research. Note: Prices at 20 July 2021. 

The P/E discount of the automotive retailers to the FTSE All Share General Retailers Index remains 

substantial. We include Cambria Automobiles in the group, although as it is in the process of being 

taken private by the major shareholder and CEO under a recommended cash offer at 80p this is 

purely a reference, and we have not used it for calculating the multiples. 

As can be seen from Exhibit 7, the ratings across the sector do not vary materially from the simple 

average and all remain on single-digit multiples in FY21 and FY22. Lookers trades at the lower end 

of these ratings, which is perhaps not surprising given the turbulent factors over and above the 

pandemic factors that have affected the company since 2019. As it executes its strategy and 

progressively restores its reputation, there are clearly opportunities for the discount to peers to 

reduce.  

In addition, we would normally expect the sector to experience multiple expansion as market 

recovery commences and growth resumes. The extended discount to the wider retail peers 

suggests this is not occurring, and we feel that the headwinds and ongoing operational disruption in 

the new and used car markets caused by supply shortages potentially into 2022 has increased 

investor caution. As more normal trading and growth resumes in 2022, we would expect some 

multiple expansion as prospects for higher future year profitability become more visible.  

In addition, the lack of yield support that resulted from the pandemic response to protect balance 

sheets has also been a factor holding back investors. Management is to resume payments as soon 

as possible with a review at the preliminary results next February. As these are progressively 

reintroduced, we feel investors may take a more positive view of the investment proposition.   
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Financials 

Adjusted net debt (excluding £144m leases) was significantly reduced during FY20 to £40.7m 

(FY19: £59.5m) as proactive management actions to manage the fleet business and control stock 

and debtor levels proved effective. In addition, there was a net capex inflow with disposals 

outweighing additions (£16.8m) by £4.2m and dividend payments were suspended. The cash 

performance was also helped by the VAT deferral and business rates relief schemes introduced by 

the government to assist during the pandemic, but these should end in FY21 creating a significant 

headwind. The year-end adjusted net debt position had moved to a net cash balance of £18m by 

the end of May, but with more normal trading in H221 and the support schemes becoming a 

headwind, we expect a modest level of adjusted net cash (£1.8m) by the year end. 

While capex has been tightly controlled during the pandemic, we expect higher levels of investment 

in digital marketing and online portals as well as in maintaining the high standards of customer 

facilities to resume from next year. We believe this programme together with working capital 

demands can be financed from cash flow and still facilitate potential acquisitions to optimise the 

portfolio. 

Management amended and extended its revolving credit facility (RCF) with its existing group of 

bankers in May 2021. The facility of initially £150m compares to £238m in place at the start of FY21 

with a margin of 3.25% and 4.25% above SONIA contingent on drawings, and now expires on 30 

September 2023. It is subject to quarterly covenant tests on leverage, interest cover and a 

minimum level of EBITDA per rolling 12-month period. These should be comfortably met in FY21 

given the anticipated low level of year-end adjusted net debt (excluding leases) and the strength of 

the H121 trading performance. 

Having realised £17.1m in FY20 from disposals of freehold and leasehold property assets no longer 

required following the closure of a further 12 sites, assets held for sale increased to £13.0m at 

FY20 from £10.0m at FY19. The company retains a strong property portfolio, worth £300.7m at the 

end of FY20, equivalent to 77.1p per share (FY19: £321.5m or 82.4p per share). 
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Exhibit 8: Financial summary 
  

£m 2019 2020 2021e 2022e 

Year end 31 December  
  

IFRS IFRS IFRS IFRS 

PROFIT & LOSS  
      

Revenue     4,806.5 3,699.9 4,290.4 4,517.9 

Cost of Sales 
  

(4,293.4) (3,288.9) (3,813.8) (4,016.1) 

Gross Profit 
  

513.1 411.0 476.6 501.9 

EBITDA     95.3 99.0 154.7 150.7 

Operating Profit (before amort. and except.)     43.0 47.8 94.1 85.6 

Intangible Amortisation 
  

(6.1) (4.8) (4.8) (4.8) 

Exceptionals 
  

(49.7) (12.1) 0.0 0.0 

Other 
  

(2.3) (1.6) (1.6) (1.6) 

Operating Profit 
  

(15.1) 29.3 87.7 79.2 

Net Interest 
  

(24.3) (21.2) (21.2) (21.4) 

Profit Before Tax (norm)     4.0 14.1 60.4 51.6 

Profit Before Tax (FRS 3)     (45.7) 2.0 60.4 51.6 

Tax 
  

3.9 (6.1) (11.5) (9.8) 

Profit After Tax (norm) 
  

3.2 11.4 49.0 41.8 

Profit After Tax (FRS 3) 
  

(41.8) (4.1) 49.0 41.8        

Average Number of Shares Outstanding (m) 
  

389.2 390.1 389.2 389.2 

EPS     0.82 2.92 12.58 10.75 

EPS - normalised fully diluted (p)     0.81 2.86 12.33 10.53 

EPS - (IFRS) (p)     (10.74) (1.05) 12.58 10.75 

Dividend per share (p) 
  

1.48 0.00 2.00 3.30        

Gross Margin (%) 
  

10.7 11.1 11.1 11.1 

EBITDA Margin (%) 
  

2.0 2.7 3.6 3.3 

Operating Margin (before GW and except.) (%) 
  

0.9 1.3 2.2 1.9        

BALANCE SHEET 
      

Fixed Assets     744.3 707.6 698.3 689.9 

Intangible Assets 
  

196.1 190.1 192.3 194.5 

Tangible Assets 
  

429.2 399.9 392.2 384.8 

Right of use asset 
  

119.0 117.6 113.8 110.7 

Investments 
  

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Current Assets     1,326.9 1,067.0 1,229.0 1,347.8 

Stocks 
  

956.5 655.2 772.3 858.4 

Debtors 
  

200.3 154.7 177.4 189.1 

Cash 
  

150.3 243.0 263.0 283.0 

Other 
  

19.8 14.1 16.4 17.2 

Current Liabilities     (1,380.9) (1,028.7) (1,046.7) (1,091.2) 

Creditors 
  

(1,261.5) (911.8) (1,046.7) (1,091.2) 

Short term borrowings 
  

(119.4) (116.9) 0.0 0.0 

Long Term Liabilities     (379.7) (463.5) (557.0) (593.9) 

Long term borrowings 
  

(90.4) (166.8) (261.2) (299.0) 

Lease liabilities 
  

(146.9) (144.4) (144.4) (144.4) 

Other long term liabilities 
  

(142.4) (152.3) (151.4) (150.5) 

Net Assets     310.6 282.4 323.6 352.6        

CASH FLOW 
      

Operating Cash Flow     93.5 68.2 99.3 54.8 

Net Interest  
  

(18.4) (24.3) (21.2) (21.2) 

Tax 
  

3.9 (6.1) (11.5) (9.8) 

Capex 
  

(53.7) (16.8) (24.2) (29.6) 

Acquisitions/disposals 
  

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Financing 
  

0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Dividends 
  

(15.9) 0.0 0.0 (12.1) 

Other 
  

16.9 (2.2) 0.0 0.0 

Net Cash Flow 
  

26.4 18.8 42.5 (17.8) 

Opening net debt/(cash)     85.9 59.5 40.7 (1.8) 

HP finance leases initiated 
  

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Other 
  

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Closing net debt/(cash)     59.5 40.7 (1.8) 16.0 

Net financial Liabilities 
  

206.4 185.1 142.6 160.4 

Source: Company reports, Edison Investment Research estimates  
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Contact details Revenue by geography 

Lookers House 
3 Etchells Road 
West Timperley 
Altrincham – WA14 5XS  
United Kingdom 
0161 291 0043 
www.lookersplc.com 

 

 
 

Management team  

Chairman: Phil White CEO: Mark Raban 

Appointed to the board in September 2006 as non-executive chairman, Phil 

assumed an interim executive role between November 2019 and 31 March 2020 
and again from 1 July 2020 to deal with the legacy issues. Phil was chief 
executive of National Express for nearly 10 years until 2007. He is to step down 
when his successor is appointed and confirmed. 

Mark was appointed CEO in February 2020, having joined Lookers as CFO in 

July 2019. He was previously CFO of Marshall Motor Holdings, including its 
public float and subsequent M&A driven expansion. With over 30 years of retail 
experience, Mark has previously held financial director positions at Inchcape 
Retail and Selfridges Retail, and was CFO for the UK and Ireland at Borders 
Group. 

COO: Duncan McPhee  

Duncan was appointed to the board as COO in January 2021. He has over 25 
years’ experience in motor retail, with 12 years at Lookers in a number of senior 
management roles. Most recently, he has been chief retail operations officer, 
responsible for the dealership portfolio and OEM relations. Before Lookers, he 
spent 10 years with Arnold Clark, including five years as general manager. 

 

 

Principal shareholders (%) 

Bramall (Douglas Charles Anthony) 20.1% 

Artemis IM 10.1% 

JO Hambro Capital Management  7.9% 

Aberforth Partners 7.1% 

Tweedy Browne Company 5.4% 

Legal & General IM 3.2% 

Fidelity Management & Research Company 2.1% 
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General disclaimer and copyright  

This report has been commissioned by Lookers and prepared and issued by Edison, in consideration of a fee payable by Lookers. Edison Investment Research standard fees are £49,500 pa for the production and broad 

dissemination of a detailed note (Outlook) following by regular (typically quarterly) update notes. Fees are paid upfront in cash without recourse. Edison may seek additional fees for the provision of roadshows and related 

IR services for the client but does not get remunerated for any investment banking services. We never take payment in stock, options or warrants for any of our services. 

Accuracy of content: All information used in the publication of this report has been compiled from publicly available sources that are believed to be reliable, however we do not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of 

this report and have not sought for this information to be independently verified. Opinions contained in this report represent those of the research department of Edison at the time of publicat ion. Forward-looking information 

or statements in this report contain information that is based on assumptions, forecasts of future results, estimates of amounts not yet determinable, and therefore involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other 

factors which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of their subject matter to be materially different from current expectations.  

Exclusion of Liability: To the fullest extent allowed by law, Edison shall not be liable for any direct, indirect or consequential losses, loss of profits, damages, costs or expenses incurred or suffered by you arising out or in 

connection with the access to, use of or reliance on any information contained on this note. 

No personalised advice: The information that we provide should not be construed in any manner whatsoever as, personalised advice. Also, the information provided by us should not be construed by any subscriber or 

prospective subscriber as Edison’s solicitation to effect, or attempt to effect, any transaction in a security. The securities described in the report may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of 

investors. 

Investment in securities mentioned: Edison has a restrictive policy relating to personal dealing and conflicts of interest. Edison Group does not conduct any investment business and, accordingly, does not itself hold any 

positions in the securities mentioned in this report. However, the respective directors, officers, employees and contractors of Edison may have a position in any or related securities mentioned in this report, subject to 

Edison's policies on personal dealing and conflicts of interest. 

Copyright: Copyright 2021 Edison Investment Research Limited (Edison).  

 

Australia 

Edison Investment Research Pty Ltd (Edison AU) is the Australian subsidiary of Edison. Edison AU is a Corporate Authorised Representative (1252501) of Crown Wealth Group Pty Ltd who holds an Australian Financial 

Services Licence (Number: 494274). This research is issued in Australia by Edison AU and any access to it, is intended only for "wholesale clients" within the meaning of  the Corporations Act 2001 of Australia. Any advice 

given by Edison AU is general advice only and does not take into account your personal circumstances, needs or objectives. You should, before acting on this advice, consider the appropriateness of the advice, having 

regard to your objectives, financial situation and needs. If our advice relates to the acquisition, or possible acquisi tion, of a particular financial product you should read any relevant Product Disclosure Statement or like 

instrument.  

 

New Zealand  

The research in this document is intended for New Zealand resident professional financial advisers or brokers (for use in their roles as financial advisers or brokers) and habitual investors who are “wholesale clients” for the 

purpose of the Financial Advisers Act 2008 (FAA) (as described in sections 5(c) (1)(a), (b) and (c) of the FAA). This is not a solicitation or inducement to buy, sell, subscribe, or underwrite any securities mentioned or in the 

topic of this document. For the purpose of the FAA, the content of this report is of a general nature, is intended as a source of general information only and is not intended to constitute a recommendation or opinion in 

relation to acquiring or disposing (including refraining from acquiring or disposing) of securities. The distribution of this document is not a “personalised service” and, to the extent that it contains any financial advice, is 

intended only as a “class service” provided by Edison within the meaning of the FAA (i.e. without taking into account the par ticular financial situation or goals of any person). As such, it should not be relied upon in making 

an investment decision. 

 

United Kingdom 

This document is prepared and provided by Edison for information purposes only and should not be construed as an offer or sol icitation for investment in any securities mentioned or in the topic of this document. A 

marketing communication under FCA Rules, this document has not been prepared in accordance with the legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and is not subject to any 

prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research.  

This Communication is being distributed in the United Kingdom and is directed only at (i) persons having professional experience in matters relating to investments, i.e. investment professionals within the meaning of Article 

19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005, as amended (the "FPO") (ii) high net-worth companies, unincorporated associations or other bodies within the meaning of Article 49 

of the FPO and (iii) persons to whom it is otherwise lawful to distribute it. The investment or investment activity to which this document relates is available only to such persons. It is not intended that this document be 

distributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other class of persons and in any event and under no circumstances should persons of any other description rely on or act upon the contents of this document.  

This Communication is being supplied to you solely for your information and may not be reproduced by, further distributed to  or published in whole or in part by, any other person. 

 

United States  

Edison relies upon the "publishers' exclusion" from the definition of investment adviser under Section 202(a)(11) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 and corresponding state securities laws. This report is a bona fide 

publication of general and regular circulation offering impersonal investment-related advice, not tailored to a specific investment portfolio or the needs of current and/or prospective subscribers. As such, Edison does not 

offer or provide personal advice and the research provided is for informational purposes only. No mention of a particular security in this report constitutes a recommendation to buy, sell or hold that or any security, or that 

any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction or investment strategy is suitable for any specific person. 
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